TEENS AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
DISCUSSION TWO: MARIJUANA - PERSPECTIVES, PERCEPTIONS & REALITIES IN 2014

Thurs, Feb 20 at 7:00 pm, CP Library

Conversations and debates on the topic of marijuana continue to grow. Join Jason Lechner, MFT, College Park’s own support counselor and addiction specialist for a presentation and discussion on the current trends around usage, the "pros and cons" as society, the medical field, and the addiction field treat them and some Q &A of how a parent should approach the issue.

With more than 15 years’ experience, Jason can answer all of your questions and get you information needed to help your child deal with the substance abuse issues occurring at every school.

In conjunction with:

College Park PTSA

JASON LECHNER, MFT
Jason is on-site at CP every Thursday to speak with students.
e-mail: jason.lechner.therapy@gmail.com
website: www.jasonlechneterapy.com